A large anion-selective channel has seven conductance levels.
Ion channels have generally been found to have two predominant conductance levels thought to be associated with 'open' and 'closed' states, but intermediate (subconductance) states have also been reported. We have now found that a large conductance, anion-selective channel in pulmonary alveolar epithelial cells can adopt any of six open levels of conductance that are integer multiples of 60-70 pS. The channel is usually either fully open or fully closed. The frequencies of the different conductance levels are inconsistent with the notion that there are six independent channels. We suggest that the channel consists of six conducting pathways in parallel, 'co-channels', with a shared gating mechanism that can synchronously render all of them non-conducting. Other channels with lower maximum conductance may operate in a similar way but multiple conductance levels would not easily be detected because of a less favourable signal-to-noise ratio.